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Ultrahigh Efficiency Four-Wave Mixing Wavelength
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Abstract—Whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) resonator with
high-quality factor (Q) is a key platform for a wide range of fields
including nonlinear optics, biosensing and quantum photonics.
In this work, a packaged silica microrod resonator (PSMR) with
ultrahigh-Q of 9.0 × 108 is experimentally demonstrated. Ultra-
high four-wave mixing conversion efficiency of −8.6 dB at a pump
power of 27 mW is achieved within this ultrahigh-Q PSMR. Fur-
thermore, this PSMR shows high stability of resonant wavelength
shift within 0.032 pm. This work suggests that the PSMR may be
a promising platform for optical signal processing and quantum
photonics.

Index Terms—WGM resonator, packaged microrod, four-wave
mixing, wavelength conversion, conversion efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOUR-WAVE mixing (FWM) is an essential nonlinear effect
based on Kerr optical nonlinearity for a broad range of
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applications such as wavelength conversion, parametric oscilla-
tion, and optical frequency comb generation [1], [2], [3], [4]. In
recent years, wavelength conversion based on FWM effect has
been demonstrated in various platforms, such as semiconductor
optical amplifiers [5], [6], [7], optical waveguides [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], highly nonlinear fibers [14], [15], optical mi-
crocavities including photonics crystal microcavities [16] and
whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) resonators [17], [18], [19]
and so on. Particularly, WGM resonators [20] with high-quality
factor (Q) enable strong light confinement, making them excel-
lent candidates for improving the FWM efficiency [21], [22],
[23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. X. Hu et al. demonstrated
a FWM-based wavelength conversion in graphene-silicon mi-
croring resonator, and the FWM conversion efficiency (CE) of
−38 dB was obtained when the pump power was 20 mW [23].
E. Stassen et al. demonstrated an aluminum gallium arsenide
on-insulator microring resonator with a Q ∼ 105 and FWM CE
of −16 dB at the pump power of 32 mW [26]. P. Xing et al.
demonstrated an amorphous silicon carbide ring resonator with
Q of 70,000 and FWM CE of−21 dB when the pump power was
15 mW [27]. Moreover, a titanium dioxide microring resonator
with a Q of 1.4× 105 and FWM CE of −31 dB at a pump power
of 40 mW was demonstrated by M. Fu et al. [28]. However,
FWM CE of the WGM resonators mentioned above is limited
around −40∼−16 dB, owing to the low power intensity inside
the resonators caused by the limited Q (∼105).

In this paper, highly efficient FWM-based wavelength conver-
sion is achieved in a packaged silica microrod resonator (PSMR)
with ultrahigh-Q ∼ 9.0× 108. The FWM CE of −8.6 dB is
achieved when the pump power is 27 mW due to the high optical
confinement. Additionally, compared with the fabrication of
these typical on-chip resonators, the silica microrod resonator
is fabricated using an automatical laser-machine reflow process,
which supports resonator fabrication at a fast and cost-effective
rate. Moreover, by introducing packaging technology for the mi-
crorod resonators, a drastic improvement of coupling stability is
realized to alleviate environmental perturbations. Furthermore,
the PSMR exhibits the superior long-term stability achieved by
fine temperature adjustment via a thermoelectric cooler (TEC).
The demonstration of the highly efficient wavelength conver-
sion in the PSMR suggests that the performance of the high
energy-efficient optical signal processing, such as wavelength
conversion and optical frequency comb generation may be im-
proved by the utilization of this PSMR.
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Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of the PSMR, consisting of a silica microrod resonator with diameter of 3.0 mm, a coupling fiber taper, a TEC and a thermistor.
(b) Measured and fitted transmission spectra the PSMR. (c) The stability of the resonant wavelength in the PSMR without TEC (blue line) and with TEC (red line).
TEC, thermoelectric cooler.

II. FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PSMR

The PSMR basically consists of three major building blocks:
a silica microrod resonator with diameter of 3.0 mm, a
coupling fiber taper, a TEC and a thermistor. Fig. 1(a) depicts
the photograph of the PSMR in which the microrod resonator is
automatically fabricated with the laser-machine reflow process.
This automatic fabrication process provides a highly repeatable,
reliable, fast and cost-effective method for microcavity fabrica-
tion. The measured transmission spectrum (the blue dotted line)
of the fundamental TE mode at wavelength around 1560 nm is
plotted in Fig. 1(b). The transmission spectrum is fitted by a
Lorentz curve, as shown by the red line in Fig. 1(b). Therefore,
an ultrahigh-Q (QL) of 9.0× 108 is obtained. The QL in the
PSMR can be expressed by [29]

Q−1
L = Q−1

in +Q−1
c (1)

where the intrinsic Q (Qin) is 1.1× 109. The coupling Q (Qc)
can be derived with a value of 4.9× 109. Furthermore, we
characterize the stability of the resonant wavelength by mon-
itoring the real-time wavelength shift of the PSMR with and
without TEC, as depicted in Fig. 1(c). The resonant mode of
the microrod resonator is sensitive to cavity temperature and
it will shift because of the thermo-optic effect caused by the
large injection power and ambient temperature fluctuations. To
alleviate this situation, a TEC is used to stabilize the temperature
of the PSMR. The TEC maintains the PSMR temperature stable
through the feedback monitored by the thermistor. The resonant
wavelength shifts about 0.2 pm in the short-wave direction
under the condition of without TEC. The wavelength shift may
be caused by environmental temperature fluctuation and the
laser wavelength self-drifting. With the control of a TEC, the
maximum wavelength shift is 0.032 pm, which is 0.168 pm
smaller than that without TEC. Note that the resonant mode
remains a very stable state up to 300 seconds, as shown by the
blue line in Fig. 1(c). Since the resonant mode is stabilized, the
PSMR platform exhibits high robustness, stability, and portabil-
ity. Benefitting from these advantages of the PSMR platform,
the performance of FWM-based wavelength conversion could
be improved.

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Silica exhibits a large nonlinear coefficient χ(3) (n2 = 3.2×
10−16cm2/W), which contributes to the strong nonlinearity [30].
Since χ(3) relates with third-order nonlinear processes, a FWM
effect is demonstrated in the PSMR, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a)
and (b). The FWM effect is the annihilation of photons from
one or more waves and the creation of new photons at different
frequencies. When the phase matching condition is satisfied,
a strong FWM effect will occur. A pump light wave (p1)
and the signal light wave (s1) are coupled into the PSMR,
and two newly converted idler light waves (i1 and i2) are
generated at lower and higher frequencies through the FWM
effect [31]. The frequencies of pump light, signal light and two
idler lights are respectively described as ω(p1), ω(s1), ω(i1) and
ω(i2). The frequencies of the two newly generated lights can
be defined as ω(i1) = ω(p1) + ω(s1) − ω(i2), ω(i2) = ω(p1) +
ω(s1) − ω(i1), respectively. Depending on the frequencies of the
pump light and signal light, the FWM effect can be divided
into degenerate and non-degenerate processes. In this paper, the
dispersion of the operating mode is anomalous, and the optical
parametric oscillation process based on degenerate FWM could
be easily occurred due to the well-matched phase-matching. The
wavelength conversion based on the degenerate FWM effect is
mainly considered and analyzed.

Fig. 2(c) depicts an illustration of the experimental setup of
wavelength conversion based on FWM effect in the PSMR.
Two individual continuous-wave lasers, which are defined as
pump and signal light respectively, are generated by tunable
lasers (TLs). The arbitrary function generator is used to send
an electrical signal to the piezoelectric transducer inside the
TL for fine tuning the laser frequency. Then the two lights
are amplified by Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) and
their polarization are adjusted by fiber polarization controllers
(PCs), respectively. The pump and signal lights are combined by
a 50:50 coupler and coupled into the PSMR by a fiber taper. The
transmission spectrum of the PSMR is detected by a low-noise
photodetector while the FWM optical spectra are analyzed by
an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The optical powers of the
input lights are measured by a power meter and a 99:1 coupler.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the principle of the FWM effect in the PSMR. (b) Illustration of the optical spectrum of the FWM effect. (c) Experimental
setup of wavelength conversion based on FWM effect in the PSMR. Inset: the microscope image of the silica microrod resonator with diameter of 3.0 mm.
EDFA, Erbium-doped fiber amplifier; PC, polarization controller; PSMR, packaged silica microrod resonator; TEC, thermoelectric cooler; PM, power meter; PD,
photodetector; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer; OSC, oscilloscope.

A TEC and a thermistor is used to control and monitor the
temperature of the PSMR platform.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To characterize the performance of FWM-based wavelength
conversion in the PSMR, we first measure the FWM effect with
a low-power signal. Under the condition of low-power signal,
the signal power is 3.43 μW, which is at the minimum state
to realize FWM wavelength conversion. With a signal light
and a pump light coupling into the PSMR, the wavelength
conversion is achieved, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The signal and
pump waves are fine-tuned at the wavelengths of 1555.556 nm
and 1557.596 nm, and an idler can be clearly observed at the
wavelength of 1559.660 nm when the PSMR is on-resonance.
By measuring the optical spectrum output from the PSMR, the
CEs as a function of different input pump powers are plotted in
Fig. 3(b). Here, the CE is defined as the ratio of converted idler
power to the signal power [19], [22], [27]. The dependence of
CE on pump power is measured from the output spectra from
the PSMR. It can be observed that the CE linearly rises as the
growth of the pump power. The maximum FWM CE of−5.46 dB
is obtained at pump power of 21.0 mW. In addition, the CE is
determined by the field enhancement factor (FE), which can be
represented in the following form [28], [32]:

FE2 =
FSR

π ·ΔfFWHM

2QL

Qc
(2)

where FE2 is the power enhancement factor, FSR is the
free spectral range of the resonator, ΔfFWHM is the PSMR’s
linewidth of the resonance, respectively. The field enhancement
factor (FE) is calculated to be ∼ 157.

Fig. 3. Wavelength conversion measurements based on FWM with a low-
power signal. (a) Measured FWM spectra output from the PSMR. (b) Measured
CE versus the input pump power.

Although the FWM CE is obtained at the maximum of
−5.46 dB under a low-power signal, we find that the FWM
process cannot stay stable resonance long enough for subsequent
signal processing. It may be caused by the thermal fluctuations in
the microrod cavity. Therefore, we propose a high-power signal
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Fig. 4. Wavelength conversion measurements based on FWM with a high-
power signal. (a) Measured FWM spectra output from the PSMR when the
pump power is 17.4 mW (12.4 dBm). (b) Measured FWM spectra output from
the PSMR when pump power is increased to 27.0 mW (14.3 dBm). (c) Measured
CE versus the input pump power. (d) Cascaded FWM spectra of the PSMR
when the power of signal light is change from 4.1 mW (6.2 dBm) to 17.2 mW
(12.4 dBm).

FWM experiment at the same wavelength by increasing the
power of signal to mW level to simultaneously maintain high
signal quality and long-term stability.

The typical output spectra when the signal power is increased
from 3.43 μW to 4.2 mW with the pump power of 17.4 mW
(12.4 dBm) are depicted in Fig. 4(a). The wavelengths of signal
light, pump light and idler light are read out from OSA at
1555.540 nm, 1557.588 nm and 1559.648 nm, respectively. We
can ignore the differences in wavelengths between the weak
and strong signal schemes due to the OSA limited resolution of
0.02 nm. The corresponding CE of −23.2 dB is obtained under
this condition. The FWM CE is improved to −8.6 dB when the
power of pump is increased to 27.0 mW (14.3 dBm), as illus-
trated in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(c) depicts the CEs as a function of dif-
ferent input pump powers while the signal power is fixed. The CE
linearly increase as the power of pump is increased to 27.0 mW.
The CE does not increase when the pump power exceeds
27.0 mW. Since the PSMR enhances the circulation of light, the
maximum CE is obtained with the minimized power penalty.
While the power of the pump is high, the instability caused by
the thermo-optic effect appears in the cavity. As a result, the three
wavelengths cannot completely stay in the resonance state, and
the CE is close to the saturation state with the pump power.

We change the power of signal light from 4.1 mW to 17.2 mW
and then measure the spectra of FWM effect. For the case of
signal power with power of 4.1 mW, the first-order idlers are
obtained as the blue line shows in Fig. 4(d). The cascaded
FWM effect is achieved by reducing the amount of the detuning
of pump light and signal light. Furthermore, multiple wave-
length components are generated by the interaction with the

Fig. 5. Measurement of the FWM bandwidth with a high-power signal. The
bandwidth of the output spectra is (a) 6.3 nm, (b) 12.3 nm and (c) 18.3 nm
when the pump light is fixed at 1557.576 nm and the signal light is tuned at
1555.536 nm, 1553.516 nm and 1551.476 nm, respectively.

concomitant beams. The spectrum becomes dense and finally
the optical frequency comb is generated. The optical frequency
comb generated in the PSMR has potential applications in the
fields of precision spectroscopy, soliton transmission and optical
communication.

Fig. 5 depicts the wavelength conversion range under the high-
power signal scheme. The wavelength of signal light is finely
tuned while the pump light is fixed at 1557.576 nm. The wave-
length of the signal light is tuned at 1555.536 nm, 1553.516 nm
and 1551.476 nm, resulting in a broad bandwidth of 6.3 nm,
12.3 nm and 18.3 nm, respectively. The power of the idler light
shown in Fig. 5(c) may not sufficient for signal analysis. This
may be due to the fact that the pump and the signal light interact
with each concomitant beams to generate additional idlers, so
that part of the energy is transferred to the sideband idlers.
With the improvement of fabrications, the bandwidth might be
increased and the PSMR will achieve highly efficient wavelength
conversion over broad bandwidths. Moreover, the PSMR can be
tuned by the thermo-optic effect. The PSMR can be precisely
controlled by the TEC to measure the thermal characteristics,
as illustrated in the Fig. 6. The resonant wavelength increases
linearly when the temperature increases from 25.1 ◦C to 33.
1 ◦C. According to the linear fitting depicted in Fig. 6(a), we
obtain the resonant wavelength shift via the thermo-optic effect,
dλ/dT = 7.08 pm/K for the PSMR [33]. Fig. 6(b) depicts the
output FWM spectra under different temperature conditions,
which shows the tunability of the wavelength conversion in the
PSMR. The tunability of wavelength conversion in the PSMR
is characterized by precisely controlling the mode shift via the
thermo-optic effect.

Fig. 7 shows the performance of different FWM-based wave-
length conversion in WGM resonators. An improvement of
CE is mainly dependent on ultrahigh-Q factors caused by the
low cavity loss of the PSMR. The limited Q leads to more
power penalty and the CE is also restricted by the power con-
sumption. Table I summarizes FWM wavelength conversion
performances, including the nonlinear refractive index n2, the
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TABLE I
FWM-BASED WAVELENGTH CONVERSION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT NONLINEAR MATERIALS

Fig. 6. (a) Measured resonant wavelength shift of the PSMR versus tempera-
ture. (b) The output FWM spectra when the PSMR is tuned by the thermo-optic
effect.

field enhancement factor (FE), and the quality factor (Q), for
different resonators and materials. Most of the demonstrated CEs
are below −20 dB. In our work, by introducing lathe machining
and packaging technology to the fabrication of the microrod
resonators, the ultrahigh-Q factors are maintained to allow the
cavity enhancement with their capability to recycle the pump
power. The highly efficient wavelength conversion realized by
the PSMR illuminates the promising prospects in optical signal
processing domain such as wavelength converters.

Fig. 7. FWM-based wavelength conversion performance comparison for dif-
ferent WGM resonators. Horizontal axis is pump power while vertical axis is
the CE.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we fabricate a PSMR with an ultrahigh-Q of
9.0× 108 and evaluate the performance of the device via the
FWM-based wavelength conversion experiments. First, we fab-
ricate the microrod resonator using the lathe machined tech-
nology and package the resonator. The PSMR exhibits the
ultrahigh-Q and maintains the superior long-term stability due
to the packaging technology and the utilization of the TEC. The
highly efficient wavelength conversion through FWM process
is reported by evaluating the performance of the PSMR under
different pump power, signal power and wavelength. The CE
of −5.46 dB is obtained with the pump power of 21.0 mW and
low-power signal of 3.43μW, and the comparable CE of−8.6 dB
is achieved under the condition of pump power at 27.0 mW and
high-power signal at 4.1 mW. The resonant wavelength shift of
the PSMR via the thermo-optic effect is obtained as 7.08 pm/K.
The bandwidth of the wavelength conversion is measured up
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to 18.3 nm. These achievements strongly support the PSMR
with the ability of highly effective nonlinearity and low energy
consumption. It is anticipated that the ultrahigh-Q PSMR might
satisfy more interesting demand for achieving optical signal
processing and quantum photonics functions.
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